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Abstract: The main purpose of this paper is to empirically estimate the impacts of corruption on the
quality of electricity supply in emerging markets and developing economies. The research is
important because poor electricity service delivery has critical implications for economic growth,
particularly for developing countries. With a better understanding of the causes of “non-technical”
electricity losses, findings can contribute to dialogue on effective policy measures seeking to
improve electricity supply and its related institutions. An unbalanced pseudo-panel covering survey
data from firms in 121 countries over the time period of 2006 to 2010 is used. Results indicate that
when firms in an economy offer informal gifts or payments in return for an electricity connection,
the overall quality of electricity supply decreases as measured by increased monthly power outages,
higher percentages of electricity coming from back-up generators, and higher percentages of total
sales lost to electricity outages. We also find that female participation in firm ownership decreases
the chance that a firm will decide to offer a bribe for an electrical connection, and that market
competition decreases the magnitude of bribes offered to public officials in order to ‘get things
done’.
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I

Introduction

In the year 2000, roughly a fourth of all electricity produced in low-income countries was lost during
transmission and distribution (Kenny and Søreide, 2008).1 Despite efforts to reduce electricity losses
(particularly those that are non-technical2), they appear to be increasing overall and are most
significant in countries characterized by relatively high economic, social, and political risk (Smith,
2004).3 Power outages to the detriment of end-users result, potentially impeding the ability of firms
to operate efficiently.4 The quality of electricity supply has important implications for economic and
social development,5 and thus improving reliability remains a priority but one characterized by vast
complexities. Although an impressive set of literature on the topic exists (as detailed in the next
section), the determinants of non-technical losses, as well as their implications, are still not entirely
well understood as they transcend the boundaries of strictly the electricity sector itself.
Understanding the roles of governance and corruption has emerged as a critical element in
explaining electricity sector performance, and more generally, patterns of development. As
infrastructure operations remain particularly vulnerable to corrupt activities (Bergara, Henisz, and
Spiller, 1998; Dal Bó 2007; Estache and Trujillo, 2009), researchers, decision-makers, and
policymakers have become increasingly interested in exploring how to reduce its impacts on
infrastructure performance (Estache and Wren-Lewis, 2011). Corruption is a problem that takes on
many forms with varying degrees of incidence and damage. But the word corruption can mean many
things in various contexts, most often (and generally) referring to the use of public office for private
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
	
  Some	
  regions—such	
  as	
  parts	
  of	
  India—have	
  been	
  shown	
  to	
  experience	
  losses	
  as	
  high	
  as	
  50	
  percent	
  (Bhalla,	
  2000).	
  
2	
  Definition	
  is	
  forthcoming.	
  
3	
  For	
   example,	
   see	
   Dollar	
   et	
   al.	
   (2005)	
   who	
   use	
   firm-‐level	
   enterprise	
   data	
   to	
   find	
   that	
   power	
   losses	
   have	
   a	
   significantly	
   negative	
   effect	
   on	
  
productivity,	
  confirming	
  the	
  importance	
  of	
  electricity	
  provision	
  in	
  poor	
  countries	
  for	
  productivity	
  and	
  growth.	
  
4	
  NTL	
   overload	
   generation	
   units,	
   which	
   can	
   result	
   in	
   over-‐voltage,	
   impacting	
   the	
   quality	
   of	
   supply	
   and	
   leaving	
   utilities	
   with	
   no	
   estimate	
   about	
  
the	
   true	
   quantity	
   of	
   electricity	
   to	
   supply	
   to	
   true	
   and	
   illegal	
   customers	
   (Depuru	
   et	
   al.,	
   2011).	
   High	
   NTL	
   could	
   trip	
   the	
   generation	
   unit	
   and	
  
interrupt	
   power	
   supply	
   (Sullivan,	
   2002),	
   leading	
   to	
   brownouts	
   and	
   blackouts.	
   Electricity	
   theft	
   and	
   other	
   forms	
   of	
   NTL	
   is	
   a	
   serious	
   concern	
   for	
  
many	
   utilities	
   as	
   they	
   are	
   threatened	
   by	
   significant	
   economic	
   losses,	
   often	
   losing	
   large	
   portions	
   of	
   total	
   revenue.	
   Sometimes,	
   this	
   leads	
   to	
  
utilities	
  imposing	
  additional	
  tariffs	
  in	
  order	
  to	
  compensate	
  for	
  the	
  lost	
  revenues	
  (Depuru	
  et	
  al.,	
  2011).	
  	
  
5	
  See,	
  for	
  instance,	
  Andersen	
  and	
  Dalgaard	
  (2013)	
  which	
  examines	
  the	
  impact	
  of	
  power	
  outages	
  on	
  economic	
  growth	
  in	
  Sub-‐Saharan	
  Africa	
  
(SSA)	
   from	
   1995	
   to	
   2007,	
   finding	
   that	
   weak	
   power	
   infrastructure	
   in	
   SSA	
   leads	
   to	
   a	
   substantial	
   growth	
   drag.	
   See	
   World	
   Bank	
   (1994)	
   for	
   an	
  
overview	
   of	
   the	
   role	
   of	
   infrastructure	
   in	
   economic	
   development,	
   and	
   Gramlich	
   (1994)	
   for	
   a	
   survey	
   of	
   literature	
   on	
   quantification	
   of	
  
infrastructure	
   contributions	
   to	
   income	
   and	
   growth.	
   Furthermore,	
   Dethier,	
   Hirn,	
   and	
   Straub	
   (2008)	
   survey	
   the	
   literature	
   that	
   examines	
   the	
  
impact	
  of	
  business	
  climate	
  variables	
  on	
  productivity	
  and	
  growth,	
  including	
  infrastructure	
  and	
  corruption	
  impacts	
  on	
  firm	
  performance.	
  They	
  
highlight	
   how	
   good	
   business	
   climate	
   drives	
   growth	
   by	
   encouraging	
   investment	
   and	
   higher	
   productivity,	
   noting	
   how	
   various	
   infrastructure	
  
variables	
  have	
  been	
  shown	
  to	
  significantly	
  impact	
  firm	
  performance.	
  
1
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gain (Bardhan, 1997). In this context, many have studied how governance and corruption influence
firm efficiency, some of which have focused on infrastructure provision, and a few have specifically
explored the impacts on electricity losses (to be discussed in Section II). However, a robust
understanding of how non-technical losses and their causes impact the quality of service provision—
measures reflecting the impacts on end-users, such as through power outages and commercial
losses—is still lacking. Furthermore, there is minimal research to date that explores firm
characteristics that influence a firm’s decision to bribe.
Overall, there remains an opportunity to explore the linkages between corruption, the quality
of electricity supply, and firms’ (end-users) capacity utilization. Such relationships have important
implications for economic development in the context of weak infrastructure impeding growth,
particularly for developing countries, and the impact of corruption on infrastructure quality. The
main objective of this paper is to empirically investigate the impacts of corruption (as measured by
bribery at the firm level) on the quality of electricity supply to end-users (as measured by monthly
power outages, losses as a percentage of annual sales, and the percentage of electricity firms use
from back-up generators) in emerging markets and developing economies. We explore three related
questions: 1) how bribery directly impacts the quality of electricity supply provided to end-users, 2)
the determinants of bribery, and 3) how corruption impacts firm capacity utilization.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an overview of
existing research focusing on corruption and electricity with a focus on developing countries, and
Section III explores the economic theory motivating our research question. Section IV describes our
data, methodology, and empirical models, and in Section V we detail our identification strategy. In
Section VI we discuss our findings, and we conclude in Section VII.

II

Background

Generally, losses refer to the electricity injected into a transmission and distribution grid that is not
paid for by final end-users (World Bank, 2009). In other words, they represent electricity generated
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that does not reach the customer. However in the context of this research, losses refer to financial
losses (as opposed to electrons) due to poor power supply. Some losses are technical (physical) in
nature (caused by losses in transmission or deficiencies in operations or physical infrastructure), but
others (and the majority, in some cases) are widely assumed to reflect non-technical inefficiencies
(commercial losses) resulting from actions outside of the physical power system. Common causes of
non-technical losses (NTL) can include electricity theft, non-payment, and poor recordkeeping
(World Bank, 2009).
Although practitioners and academics have sought to tackle this issue through various
channels, significant electricity losses persist. One attempt, mostly introduced in the 1990s, was
privatization; however, despite its success in some countries, performance of the industry fell short
of (mostly poorly conceived) expectations, in some cases due partially to corruption (Kenny and
Soreide, 2008)—but largely due to many other aspects of power sector reform. Some of these
challenges can be associated with insufficient institutional and regulatory capacity (Estache, 2006;
Kessides, 2004; Laffont, 2005), and the more general concern of governance (Kenny and Soreide,
2008).
In general, corruption can worsen productivity, increase the size of the informal economy,
increase inequality, and reduce growth, investment, and income (Bardhan, 1997; Lambsdorff, 2005;
Friedman et al., 2000; Li et al., 2000; Mauro, 1995; Murphy et al., 1993). It also entails ‘fiscal
leakage’, reducing the ability of poorer countries to supply critical public services, such as electricity
(Reinikka and Svensson, 2004; World Development Report, 2004). Petty corruption—bribes for
service delivery in which utilities offer illegal connections in return for payment—is a significant
obstacle in many cases (Kenny and Soreide, 2008). For instance, billing irregularities are often
caused by corrupt practices and a lack of commitment by utility employees to control illegal
electricity consumption (Gulati and Rao, 2006).
Studies on corruption and the resulting rent seeking were pioneered in the 1960s and 1970s
(Becker, 1968; Becker and Stigler, 1974; Krueger, 1974; Leff, 1964; Rose-Ackerman, 1978), with a
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focus mostly on understanding the incentives of corrupt agents and their rent-seeking behavior (see,
for instance, Rose-Ackerman, 1978; Shleifer and Vishny, 1993; Krueger, 1974). They addressed
how government agents control access to markets as monopolists who can charge rents, and they
highlighted how competition or regulation could help deter corrupt activity. The notion that
corruption is an obstacle to growth and development is not new, and a detailed account of its
influence on economic development does not need repeating.
More recently, however, the focus has been on the causes and economic consequences of
corruption, particularly as they impact developing countries. Studies have shown that weak
infrastructure (for instance, insufficient electric grids that provide poor electricity service delivery)
can lead to a substantial growth drag (Andersen and Dalgaard, 2013), and that the contributions from
infrastructure to income and growth are quantifiable and significant (World Bank, 1994). However,
infrastructure operations—such as electricity provision—are particularly vulnerable to corruption
(Bergara, Henisz, and Spiller, 1998; Dal Bó, 2006; Estache and Trujillo, 2009) thus drawing
increasing interest from researchers, decision-makers, and policymakers to explore mechanisms for
reducing its impacts on infrastructure performance (Estache and Wren-Lewis, 2011).
Some have focused on quantifying losses in power systems due to non-technical causes
(Gulati and Rao, 2006). Others have specifically looked at how governance and corruption impact
losses, but most work has focused on country-level losses and macro-level governance indicators.
For instance Estache, Goicoechea, and Trujillo (2006) show how perceived corruption is correlated
to lower energy use, finding interaction effects between sector policies and the impact of corruption,
but the analysis relies on general measures of corruption perceptions at the country-level. Similarly,
Estache, Goicoechea, and Trujillo (2009) explore the impact of corruption on country-level measures
of access, quality, and affordability. A handful of papers have focused on the determinants of
bribery. Findings have generally suggested that companies pay more bribes when they need to spend
more time dealing with government or when they face other business climate restrictions (Gaviria,
2002; Henderson and Kuncoro, 2006; Renikka and Svensson, 2006). Clarke and Xu (2004) consider
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the impacts of reforms on petty bribery to utility firms using firm-level data, focusing on how
characteristics of bribe-takers and payers affect bribes to utilities. However, they do not directly
explore impacts on electricity supply quality, such as outages.
Perhaps most closely aligned with our current research, Bó and Rossi (2007) study how
corruption is the most explanatory factor in firm efficiency when examining 80 electricity
distribution firms in 13 Latin American countries from 1994 to 2001. They focus on how corruption
impacts the efficiency of electricity distribution firms, but they note the need for a focus on the
quality of service provision. Following Bó and Rossi (2007), Wren-Lewis (2013) explores the
interaction between governance and corruption within the electricity sector, but again, there isn’t a
specific investigation into the quality of service provision. Lastly, Cubbin and Stern (2006) study the
impacts of regulatory governance on electricity outcomes as measured by efficiency.
Dethier, Hirn, and Straub (2008) provide an overview of the literature that uses survey data
on corruption and infrastructure. Particularly relevant, Dollar et al. (2005) use the World Bank’s
Enterprise Surveys to find that power losses have a significantly negative effect on productivity,
confirming the importance of electricity provision in poor countries for productivity and growth.
Reinikka and Svensson (2002) show how deficient public services impact private investment based
on a 1998 Ugandan Industrial Enterprise Survey. Aterido et al. (2007) find that power outages
decrease employment growth for medium sized firms. Commander and Svenjnar (2007) find that
more competitors within the market impacts firm revenue. Fisman and Svensson (2005) provide
evidence for the impact of corruption on growth. And Escribano and Guasch (2005) show that the
size of bribe payments actually increases productivity.
Still, while corruption and governance and some of their impacts have been studied, a
focus on how corruption at the firm level impacts the quality of electricity supply to end-users will
provide valuable insights into the channels through which corruption can travel in the electricity
sector and its impacts. Therefore, there remains an opportunity to investigate the impacts of bribery
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on the quality of electricity supply provided to end-users as measured by commercial losses, power
outages, and the percentage of electricity used from a generator, which is the focus of this paper.

III

Economic Theory & the Pervasive Nature of Corruption

There are essentially four components of economic theory that can help to explain corruption in
electricity service provision at various levels: incentive theory (at the individual level), the theories
of industrial organization (at the firm level), regulation theory (at the sector level), and political
economy and rent-seeking theory (at the government level) (Kenny and Søreide, 2008).
At the individual level, agents consider the option to bribe (for an electricity connection,
for instance). Incentive theory implies that those bribing—as well as those being bribed—will
compare potential rewards relative to potential consequences of such an action (see Bardhan (1997)
or Aidt (2003)), performing cost-benefit analyses at the individual decision-making level. Thus, if
the punishments for such behaviors are perceived as being more harsh and enforceable, one will be
less likely to bribe, whereas individuals will be inclined to bribe when the benefits exceed the costs.
At the firm level, the theories of industrial organization suggest that less competitive pressure
within the industry will increase business corruption, and thus more corruption within an industry
may exist within less competitive markets.6 When there are market opportunities in for power, we
would expect more corruption to exist. Furthermore, when an informal market exists or is perceived
to exist—a ‘competitive fringe’ of informal producers in a market shared by ‘formal firms’ (Murphy
et al., 1989)—then a government often oversees the formal firms. In this case, bribes are often
requested (as an entry cost) so that firms and those that can pay receive the benefit of being in an
imperfectly competitive market in which positive economic profits are realized (Emerson, 2006).
Corruption can also enter the picture at the sector level. Consider the case of service provider
selection where such services will operate under a concession contract. This process typically takes
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
	
  See	
  Beato	
  and	
  Laffont	
  (2002)	
  for	
  a	
  review	
  of	
  competition	
  and	
  corruption	
  in	
  regulated	
  industries.	
  For	
  information	
  on	
  market	
  concentration	
  in	
  
utility	
  sectors,	
  see	
  Benitez	
  and	
  Estache	
  (2005).	
  Lastly,	
  see	
  Ades	
  and	
  Di	
  Tella	
  (1999),	
  Bliss	
  and	
  Di	
  Tella	
  (1997),	
  and	
  Shleifer	
  (2004)	
  for	
  more	
  on	
  
the	
  relationships	
  between	
  corruption	
  and	
  competition.	
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place through a competitive bidding process, while the concession contract will contain many
regulatory elements to meet other jurisdiction-wide welfare objectives (Kenny and Søreide, 2008).
Regulation theory suggests that the extent and impact of grand corruption will depend on the nature
of how the industry is regulated, as well as the strength of regulatory institutions (Kenny and
Søreide, 2008). For instance, the independence of regulatory institutions has been shown to influence
the impact of corruption (see Wren-Lewis, 2011). Politicians may try to influence regulatory
decisions for patronage or other motivations. However, an independent regulatory may only change
the structure rather than the extent of corruption, unless sufficient transparency exists within the
regulatory structures and there is well-managed, effective oversight (Kenny and Søreide, 2008).
Lastly, corruption and the quality of governance at the country-level cannot be ignored. In
regions where public power is often exercised for private gain, the quality of public services is poor
(including the government’s commitment to policy enforcement), and agents do not have confidence
in the rules of society. Corruption is therefore likely to be more of an issue at the sector level when
its present at the national level as perceptions often lead to an initial set of assumptions for
corruption risk (World Bank, n.d.). In this context, countrywide governance and corruption may
have implications for the incidence of corrupt activities within the electricity sector. Furthermore,
higher-level corruption can encourage businesses to operate within the informal sector, thus we may
suspect that country-level governance and corruption measures could influence a firm’s decision to
bribe or to participate in the informal sector.

IV

Data, Methodology, and Empirical Models
4.1 The Data

The empirical analysis presented is based on firms (of various sectors, such as manufacturing,
services, textiles, etc.) in emerging markets and developing economies from 2006 to 2010. Three
different data sources are used to form a repeated cross-section dataset of 73,330 firms in 121
countries from 2006 to 2012. A pseudo-panel is created as described in the following section.
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Country-level data on corruption and governance are obtained from the World Bank’s Governance
Indicators Database,7 and data for all other country-level controls are from the World Bank’s
Development Indicators Database.8 Firm-level data correspond to firms that participated in the
World Bank’s Enterprise Surveys between 2006 and 2010. The Enterprise Surveys provide the most
comprehensive firm-level data in developing and emerging economies, covering 130,000 firms in
135 countries as representative samples of economies’ private sectors. They cover a range of
business environment topics including infrastructure, corruption, competition, and performance
measures.
4.2 Methodology: A pseudo-panel approach
Following Verbeek (2007), we start by setting up a simple linear model for i firms over t periods
with individual (firm) fixed effects given by
𝑦!" = 𝛽𝑥!"! + 𝑢! + 𝜀!"   ,        𝑡 = 1, … , 𝑇,                                                                                                (1)
where 𝑥!" is a matrix of explanatory variables, 𝑢! are individual (firm) fixed effects, and 𝜀!! is the
disturbance term. Since the dataset is a series of independent cross-sections, so that observations on
N firms are available each period, different firms are observed in each time period, implying that i
does not follow from 1 to N for each period t (Verbeek, 2007).
This model can be consistently estimated from repeated cross-sections with OLS by pooling
observations, treating 𝑢! + 𝜀!" as a composite error term, but only if the firm effects 𝑢!    are
uncorrelated with the other explanatory variables. In our case, it is likely that firm effects will be
correlated with some or all of the explanatory variables, and thus some of the moment conditions
that could be exploited in the OLS case would not be valid (Verbeek, 2007). On the other hand, a
fixed effects approach treating 𝑢! as fixed unknown parameters could be implemented if we had
genuine panel data. When estimating 𝛽, this approach would be the same as using the withintransformed explanatory variables 𝑥!" − 𝑥! as instruments for 𝑥!" in (1), where 𝑥! = 𝑇 !!

!
!!! 𝑥!" .

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
	
  Available	
  at	
  http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/index.aspx#home.	
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  Available	
  at	
  http://data.worldbank.org/data-‐catalog/world-‐development-‐indicators.	
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Clearly, this cannot be used though when repeated observations on the same firms are not available,
which is the case for our present data. The Enterprise Surveys are based on large samples of firms in
countries across time, but firms are not identified over time. Rather, the raw data consist of repeated
cross-sections of large samples of firms’ survey responses over time.
In order to obtain consistent estimators with this repeated cross-section data, Deaton (1985)
suggests the use of cohorts even if 𝑢! is correlated with one or more explanatory variables. More
recent developments on the methodology include Bourguignon, Goh, and Kim (2004) and Artman
and McKenzie (2007). This means-based pseudo-panel approach in which cohorts of firms with
similar characteristics are tracked over time has been exploited when facing data limitations similar
to those that we face in our current study, such as demonstrated in Antman and McKenzie (2006),
Warunsiri and McNown (2010), and Cuesta et al. (2011).
We apply the pseudo-panel method and define C cohorts as groups of individuals (or firms)
that share common characteristics, where each firm or individual is a member of only one cohort,
which does not change over periods (Verbeek, 2007). Cohorts therefore must have fixed
membership and must be based on characteristics that are observed for all observations within the
sample. This rules out time-varying variables (such as earnings) (Verbeek, 2007).
Once all observations are aggregated to the cohort level, we calculate the mean values for the
variables associated with each cohort, which become the units of observation in the pseudo-panel
(Verbeek and Nijman, 1992: Verbeek and Nijman, 1993). The resulting model is written as
!
𝑦!" = 𝛽𝑥!"
+ 𝑢!" + 𝜀!"   , 𝑐 = 1, … , 𝐶;     𝑡 = 1, … , 𝑇,                                                                          (2)

where 𝑦!" is the average value of all observed 𝑦!" ’s within cohort c in period t, and likewise, the
other variables are also averages of observed values within cohort c in period t. What results is a
pseudo panel (or synthetic panel) with repeated observations for C cohorts over T periods (Verbeek,
2007).
When estimating 𝛽 from (2) we face the problem that 𝑢!" is unobserved, depends on t, and is
likely correlated with 𝑥!" . Treating 𝑥!" as part of the disturbance term, therefore, will lead to
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inconsistent estimators (Verbeek, 2007). An alternative approach is to treat 𝑢!! as fixed unknown
parameters with the assumption that variation over time can be ignored and thus 𝑢!" = 𝑢! . If cohorts
consist of a large number of individual observations, then the assumption seems reasonable and the
estimator for 𝛽 is the within estimator on the pseudo panel, given by (Verbeek, 2007) as
!

!! !

!

𝛽! =

𝑥!" − 𝑥! 𝑥!" − 𝑥!
!!! !!!

where 𝑥! = 𝑇 !!

!
!!! 𝑥!"

!

!

(𝑥!" − 𝑥! )(𝑦!" − 𝑦! )   ,                                (3)
!!! !!!

is the time average of the observed cohort means.

There are two additional dimensions to consider: the number of observations within each cohort
𝑛! and the number of cohorts C. Three possibilities are most common (Verbeek, 2007):
1. 𝑁 → ∞  and  𝐶  is  fixed  so  that  𝑛! → ∞  ;
2. 𝑁 → ∞  and  𝐶 → ∞  so  that  𝑛!   is  fixed.
3. 𝑇 → ∞  and  𝐶, 𝑁  are  fixed   and  thus  𝑛!   is  also  fixed .
Type 1 asymptotics are the reasonable choice for our data (which are employed in Moffitt (1993),
and Verbeek and Vella (2005)) in which the fixed effects estimator based on the pseudo panel, 𝛽! ,
is consistent for 𝛽 if
1
plim
!! →! 𝐶𝑇

!

!

( 𝑥!" − 𝑥! 𝑥!" − 𝑥! !                                                                                     (4)
!!! !!!

is finite and invertible (Verbeek, 2007), and if
1
plim
!! →! 𝐶𝑇

!

!

𝑥!" − 𝑥! 𝑢!" = 0.                                                                                         (5)
!!! !!!

This essentially says that cohort averages exhibit genuine time variation even when very large
cohorts exist (Verbeek, 2007). Letting 𝑛! → ∞, is attractive in order to obtain consistent estimators
because 𝑢!" → 𝑢! will be satisfied automatically if the number of observations per cohort tends to
infinity (see Moffitt (1993) and Ridder and Moffitt (2007)).
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The number of observations within each cohort as well as the way in which cohorts are
constructed is also important. Under the asymptotics selected for this research (type 1), the number
of observations per cohort tends to infinity, but there is no general rule for judging whether 𝑛! is
large enough. Verbeek and Nijman (1992) however show that cohorts should be greater than 100
observations each in order to (nearly) eliminate bias in the estimators, however it’s noted that the
bias in the standard within estimator may still be substantial even with large cohort sizes (Verbeek,
2007). Nonetheless, without a general rule that is readily applied in the literature, we use 100
observations per cell as the cutoff for our cohorts.
Lastly, we need to be as careful constructing cohorts as one would be when selecting
instruments. Cohorts should be defined based on variables that are observed for all individuals in the
sample and which do not vary over time, which substantially narrows the variables on which we can
group to construct cohorts.
With these restrictions imposed, our options are quite limited. We choose to group on only
country and firm size (measured by the number of employees as small (5-19), medium (20-99), and
large (100+)), two characteristics that are observed for all survey responses within the sample and
which allow for the greatest number of cohorts exceeding 100 observations.9 Firms located in the
same country face similar governance and macroeconomic conditions for operations, and we assume
that firms of similar size may exhibit similar costs and demands for operation. At the same time, the
effect of firm size on bribery appears to be ambiguous—larger firms are likely to have a higher
ability to pay for bribes (Svensson, 2003) but they also are likely to retain more influence with local
authorities and thus may be less vulnerable to the demands of officials (Herrera et al., 2007)—which
makes it an attractive characteristic for grouping.
The full repeated cross-section dataset originally consisted of 73,330 firms in 121 countries
from 2006 to 2010. Grouping on country and size results in a total of 363 cohorts. Once cohorts with
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less than 100 observations are eliminated, we have 135 cohorts C over T periods from 2006 to 2010
covering survey data from 63,176 firms in 115 countries.
Lastly, in our sample, the number of firms in each cohort and time period is not the same,
which could potentially induce heteroskedasticity. We follow Dargay (2007) to correct for this by
weighing all cohort variables by the square root of the number of firms in each cohort (indicated as
WLS regressions in our results tables).
4.3 Empirical Estimation
We explore three questions related to how petty corruption may impact the quality of electricity
supply provided to end-users: 1) how bribery directly impacts the quality of power supply to endusers, 2) the determinants of bribery, and 3) how corruption impacts firm capacity utilization
(indirectly). For our pseudo-panel of 𝑐 = 1, , , 𝐶 cohorts observed over 𝑡 = 1, , , 𝑇 periods, the general
model for each estimation is written as
𝑦!" = 𝛽𝑥!" + 𝛾𝑧!" + 𝑢! + 𝑣! + 𝜀!"     , 𝑐 = 1, … , 𝐶, 𝑡 = 1, … , 𝑇,                                                             6
where 𝑦!"   represents the different output variables; 𝑥!"   is a matrix of firm-specific characteristics
(sometimes as controls and sometimes as the variables of interest) (mean values); 𝑧!"   is a matrix of
country level control variables; 𝑢! is the average of the firm fixed effects in cohort c; 𝑣! are time
(year) fixed effects; and 𝜀!" is the disturbance term. Note that averaging over cohort members
eliminates individual heterogeneity. Inclusion of year fixed effects allows for time effects to be
accounted for in a flexible way, measuring the impact of sector-level time trends (such as technology
advances, macroeconomic fluctuations not captured in our controls, or energy price shocks). Cohort
fixed effects control for time-invariant unobservables.
A number of country-level controls are used throughout the analyses. The log of GDP per
capita (PPP constant 2005 international $) (log(gdppercap)) controls for an economy’s overall
wealth, with the assumption that more wealthy economies are less corrupt and provide less
incentives to need to bribe for electricity. The log of population density (people per sq. km of land
area) (log(PopDensity)) is included, and the inflation rate (based on the CPI) (inflation) proxies for
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macroeconomic instability. Country level governance indicators are included to capture higher-level
governance influences, so that impacts from firm level corruption measures and firm characteristics
can be most precisely identified. For such controls, the World Bank’s six Governance Indicators are
used (individually included in each regression to capture the effects of different aspects of
governance) which serve as useful tools for evaluating broad trends over time, but they do not
capture the sector-specific corruption measures or firm-level characteristics that we seek. Each of the
indices ranges from -2.5 (weak governance) to 2.5 (strong governance).
For Model 1, three metrics tested as dependent variables to reflect the quality of electricity
supply provided to end-users (firms): electoutages (the average number of power outages per
month); generatorpercent (the percentage of electricity coming from a generator that the firm owns
or shares); and electlossesperc (the estimated losses as a percentage of total annual sales due to
power outages). We hypothesize that corruption increases all three of these measures. Corruption at
the firm level is measured in two ways. First, electgifts represents whether a firm indicated that
informal gifts or payments are expected or required in order to obtain an electrical connection
(1=yes, 0=no). This variable provides indication of corruption within the electricity sector itself,
allowing us to identify sector-specific corruption effects on electricity quality as opposed to strictly
country-level governance impacts. Second, giftspercsales represents the percentage of total annual
sales paid as informal payments to public officials to ‘get things done’. While this exceeds the
boundaries of the electricity sector, it proxies for the amount (or magnitude) of bribes paid and can
be assumed to highly correlated to the magnitude of bribes paid within an electricity context by the
same firm.
In some cases, we include firms’ perceptions of corruption within the economy (corrserious)
as a control, which indicates whether the firm noted that corruption is the most serious obstacle to
firm operations (1=yes, 0=no, other obstacles are the most serious). We also control for electricity
costs as a percentage of total sales (electprices) in some cases to capture the impact of costs of
electricity and whether it’s impacting the quality of overall supply.
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When assessing determinants of a firm’s decision to bribe (and its magnitude) in Model 2, we
giftspercsales and electgift become the dependent variables. Because the pseudo-panel required
electgift to be averaged, which was originally a binary variable, it now ranges from 0 to 1 and is
treated as a continuous variable. Therefore, yct measures bribery, wct includes firm characteristics that
are hypothesized to affect bribery, and all else remains.
For these estimations, we are primarily interested in whether competition within the firm’s
market is relevant, and we measure this with pricedecrease, whether a firm indicated that the prices
of its main product have decreased as a proxy for competition (with the assumption that decreasing
prices means increased competition). 10 We also test whether female representation within the
ownership of the firm (femaleown), whether foreign ownership (foreign), and whether a firm is listed
publicly (public) (1=yes, 0=no) reduce bribery. The variable electserious is included in some cases,
which indicates how serious of an obstacle electricity is considered in regards to firm operations
(1=most serious obstacle, 0=not the most serious obstacle). Similarly, to test whether the informal
sector being an obstacle to operations matters for bribery, informalobstacle is included in some
cases, and timeregs, the percentage of senior management’s time spent dealing with regulations, is
included in some cases but is mostly meant to control for red tape outside of the sector itself. Fuel
costs (fuelcostsperc) as a percentage of total annual sales and electricity costs (electcostsperc) as a
percentage of total annual sales control for other costs faced by firms that could impact the need to
bribe.
Lastly, we briefly examine the impact of bribery (electgift and giftspercsales) within the
electricity sector on firms’ ability to operate as measured by the firm’s capacity utilization (measured
as a percentage of full capacity) (utilization). We assume that firms seek 100% capacity utilization.
Other factors influencing capacity utilization may include other firm-specific characteristics such as
its age (age), electricity costs (electcostsperc), and fuel costs (fuelcostsperc).
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V

Identification

The identification strategy described exploits variation over time and across cohorts in the
independent variables of interest (namely corruption, competition, and female ownership), which
could be driven by unobserved factors such as changes within the government. Year fixed effects
(included in all regressions) account for the productivity impacts of sector level shifts over time,
such as energy price shocks, technology changes, and macroeconomic fluctuations, and countrywide trends over that which impact both corruption and the quality of electricity supply.
We attempt to rule out the possibility of other influences that are observable by including
numerous sector and country level control variables (see Tables 1, 2 and 3), and the results of these
robustness checks are discussed in the next section. Shocks that impact both corruption and
countrywide firm and electricity outputs that vary by country and year should be captured in these
macroeconomic controls. Nonetheless, it is still likely that unobserved firm, sector, and country level
characteristics not captured in our specifications influence electricity quality (such as the age of the
physical infrastructure, for instance, or enhanced development goals of the government with a focus
on electricity) as well as firms’ capacity utilization (such as learning), and thus caution must be
taken when interpreting the results. While it is important to bear this in mind, the results are useful
for guiding policy discussions and future research aiming to better understand the channels through
which corrupt activities can impact the quality of electricity service provision. If the variables
measured here help to explain significant differences in the quality of supply, firm capacity
utilization, and the determinants of bribery, then this research brings us closer to understanding the
areas on which to focus.
We also may be concerned with the potential for reverse causality arising if the quality of
electricity supply affects the independent variables. This is unlikely in the case of the country-level
corruption and governance indicators since firm-level shocks will likely not impact country-level
indicators, and shocks felt by the wider economy will be captured by the use of control variables. On
the other hand, we may be concerned with the firm level measures of corruption (bribery). In the
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case of electricity outages, reverse causality seems unlikely since the number of outages within an
entire region probably does not impact whether firms bribe and the amount that they offer. On the
other hand, we might suspect that bribery could be endogenous when regressing on generatorpercent
since it’s possible that the percent of power generated by a generator for a single firm could
influence that firm’s likelihood of bribing. If the impacts of poor quality are directly impacting a
firm’s cost structure (since using electricity from a back-up generator is generally more expensive
than connecting to the grid), then the firm may be more likely to offer bribes and in higher
magnitudes in order to gain access to service. Based on similar logic, we also might suspect bribery
to be endogenous when regressing on electlossespercent, which directly impact firm profits.
Over the longer term, however, this is probably more of an issue (relative to the 5-year period
studied here) since the decision of firms to bribe and the magnitude of bribes are probably not
strongly influenced by a poor electrical grid over a small number of years—rather, cultural and firm
level characteristics of management and the sector’s norms are likely to be the main determinants
(for instance, it’s possible for “optimal” levels of corruption to exist). Still, to check for reverse
causality, we use an instrumental variable (IV) approach in some cases. For an IV specification, I
follow Dal Bó and Rossi (2007) and use the share of imports in GDP (imports) as an instrument for
bribery. This is a variable that proxies for a country’s openness to trade and which has been shown
to play an explanatory role in corruption regressions (Gatti, 1999; Ades and Di Tella, 1997) and we
can expect it to not play a role in determining electricity outages or commercial losses. Following
similar logic, we might suspect bribery to be endogenous when regressing it on utilization: a firm’s
inability to operate at its full capacity may lead it to offer a bribe. We use imports as an instrument
again (since openness to trade is unlikely to impact and individual firm’s capacity utilization).
Finally, when considering our regressions determining the decision to bribe and the
magnitude of bribes, we do not have any reason to believe that female participation within a firm’s
ownership is endogenous; it’s not likely that whether a firm bribes influences whether a female owns
the firm, but rather, the relationship is likely to be the other way around as assessed in the original
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analyses. However, one could argue that pricedecrease, our proxy for market competition, is
endogenous: it’s possible that bribery (higher sector corruption) could decrease market competition,
or that they’re jointly determined. We use saleschange as an instrument, which is whether sales of
the main product have increased (1), remained the same (2), or decreased (3) in the year preceding
the survey. We wouldn’t expect this variable to be correlated with a firm’s propensity to bribe and
the magnitude of bribes, although we would expect it to be correlated with whether prices have
decreased (these relationships were confirmed with regressions on the pseudo-panel).
Lastly, it’s important to recognize that corruption and governance, and the various countrylevel indicators, are treated independently even though they are likely to be correlated. For this
methodology, however, this is not a serious problem since all variables appear simultaneously on the
right hand side of the regressions.

VI

Results & Discussion
	
  
Estimation results for when we estimate the impacts of bribery on the quality of electricity supply
can be found in Table 1 of the Appendix. The outcomes suggest that the impact of the decision to
bribe (electgifts) on electricity losses, power outages, and electricity from a generator is positive and
significant when including time fixed effects, and while it loses its significance when cohort effects
are included, the coefficient maintains its correct sign. Similarly, we find that the magnitude of
bribes (giftspercsales) is also positive and significant in some cases, and while it loses its
significance in some regressions, the direction of its influence is maintained. Our most robust finding
for this estimation is that when regressing on electricity losses as a percentage of total sales, the
magnitude of bribes is positive and significant when including both time and cohort fixed effects,
and when correcting for heteroskedasticity.
The estimation outcomes for assessing the determinants of bribery can be found in Table 2
of the Appendix. We find that female participation within the ownership of a firm has a significant
effect on a firm’s decision to bribe, maintaining a negative coefficient with significance in all cases.
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Here, our competition proxy (pricedecrease) is not significant. On the other hand, when estimating
the determinants of the magnitude of bribes, female ownership loses its significance when correcting
for heteroskedasticity, but more market competition decreases the magnitude of bribes with
significance in all cases. We also find that in economies where firms perceive electricity to be a
serious obstacle to operations (electserious), bribery as measured by both variables increases and is
significant in all cases. Findings suggest that fuel costs may increase the magnitude of bribes, as well
as the perception of firms that the informal sector is an obstacle to operations, whereas foreign
ownership and whether a firm is publicly listed are both insignificant in all regressions.
Lastly, our estimation results exploring the impacts of bribery on firms’ capacity utilization
can be found in Table 3 of the Appendix. Our most robust finding here is that when correcting for
heterskedasticity and when including both time and cohort fixed effects, the magnitude of bribes
within a cohort reduces firm capacity utilization. On the other hand, our results suggest that the
propensity to bribe could actually increase capacity utilization, although the results are mixed. Its
influence is positive and significant when using time fixed effects and when correcting for
heteroskedasticity, but the coefficient becomes negative (but not significant) once cohort fixed
effects are included.
Our IV estimation results are mixed and can be found in Table 4 of the Appendix. Our most
robust finding is that once an IV is used for pricedecrease when regressing it on electgift, female
participation within the ownership of firms is still found to have a negative influence on the decision
of firms to bribe (at the 1% level) and electricity being a serious obstacle to firm operations
(electserious) maintains its positive influence on electgift at a 5% level of significance. The positive
coefficients on fuelcostperc and electserious are also maintained when regressed on giftspercsales
after instrumenting for competition, and while it loses its significance, our competition coefficient
still maintains its expected sign with the IV. Also worth noting is that the magnitude of bribes
maintains its positive coefficient when regressed on electricity losses and maintains its expected
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negative coefficient when regressed on capacity utilization, although it loses its significance in both
cases.
While some of our results survive a number of robustness checks, it’s important to highlight
that the significance of results in many cases (but not all) did not hold when cohort fixed effects
were included, which is problematic. The lack of significance could be partially explained through
the lens of an instrumental variable (IV) interpretation. Estimation based on grouping firm data into
cohorts is the same as an IV approach in the sense that the cohort indicators are used as instruments
(Verbeek, 2007). Thus, the ways in which we group are critical and should satisfy the conditions for
an IV estimator in order to be consistent. This requires that the instruments are valid (uncorrelated
with the unobservables) and relevant (appropriately correlated with the explanatory variables)
(Verbeek, 2007). Even if we may assume that these ‘instruments’ are theoretically valid and relevant
(i.e. that the country in which a firm is located as well as firm size matter), a large number of IVs
consequently introduced, and they may be only weakly correlated with the explanatory variables that
they are supposed to instrument (which could imply that the resulting estimators suffer from the
“weak instruments” problem) (see Bound, Jaeger and Baker (1995); Staiger and Stock (1997)). This
may be the case for our present analysis in which we find significance for our variables of interest
for the pseudo-panel when including time fixed effects and when using WLS, as well as for our
repeated cross-section dataset. Future work will explore this further, testing various grouping
aggregations across different firm level characteristics, and more generally comparing the pseudopanel approach to a simple cross-section analysis with time dummies.

VII

Conclusions

The main goal of this paper was to identify the impacts of firm level corruption on the quality of
electricity supply to end-users in emerging and developing economies. This research is important
because weak infrastructure has critical implications for economic growth, and in order to meet
development goals, it is necessary to understand factors impacting the quality of electricity supply.
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Results generally supported our hypotheses with some findings surviving a number of
robustness checks. Our results suggest that overall, petty corruption as measured by bribery of firms
within an economy can reduce the quality of electricity supply. Furthermore, our most robust finding
is that female participation within firm ownership deters the decision to bribe. This result is
supported when correcting for heteroskedasticity and when including both time and cohort level
fixed effects. While a number of improvements of the models presented here are warranted, this
research highlights the importance of understanding the origination of electricity losses as their
(often) non-technical causes transcend the boundaries of strictly the electricity sector itself.
Electricity losses not only threaten the financial sustainability of the power sector, but they also
adversely affect end-users.
We chose to focus on the influence of petty corruption on the quality of electricity supply,
however the models estimated would benefit from further investigation seeking valid instruments for
corruption as well as alternative grouping mechanisms for cohort creation. Furthermore, future work
could focus on other sector-specific channels through which corruption could travel. Lastly, as some
jurisdictions have started to explore policies that target loss-reduction, examination of policy impacts
on non-technical losses will be needed.
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